
Shooting exercises are fun—or so
we coaches think.  So we assign
our players the same exercise
again and again:  Twelve or
more field players stand at the
center circle with balls.  One

passes to a player by the penalty
box, runs after the ball, receives a

back pass on the ground or in the
air, and shoots.  Then the next player
does the same thing.  However,
there is an alternative: a shooting
program that combines technique,
condition, motivation and fun!

What’s wrong with this 
picture?
The exercise described above does guarantee
plenty of shots, but it has little in common
with match play and fails to prepare players
for the conditional demands of shooting.
Not only that, technical problems or uneven
ground often result in a poorly aimed pass,
which in turn almost always causes the
shooter to miss.  Shooter and passer are both
disappointed, not only because of the poor
shot, but also because they have to wait up to
two minutes for their next chance.  Some
players go for minutes on end without a suc-
cessful shot.  As a result, players:
� don’t get enough repetitions,
� never reach the necessary level of exertion,
� lose motivation and stop having fun, and
� feel like they’re wasting their time!

Lots of opportunities!
The exercises below share the basic idea of
the back pass. They also share the objective of
providing players with the maximum num-
ber of shooting opportunities in the mini-
mum amount of time, from a variety of posi-
tions.  This forces players to use different
shooting techniques while increasing their
chances of success:  Shooters who miss never
have to wait long for another chance.

Stress training
At the same time, players are improving their
condition by intensively training their (an-
aerobic/lactic) endurance.  This type of drill
or “stress training” is not often used in soc-
cer, but for shooting training it is entirely ap-
propriate.  It is well-known in other sports
(e.g. volleyball) and is highly demanding in
terms of speed, concentration and technical-
tactical ability.  Because it is so challenging,
stress training can be extremely motivational
and great for training willpower.
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Shooting should
be fun!

Interesting and intensive shooting exercises
by Rolf Mayer, German A-license-holder

Shooting exercises can be both fun
and effective!
C Axel Heimken



Setup and procedure
All the exercises share the same basic setup:
One at a time, players run through a par-
course at top speed, executing various moves

along the way.  Players rotate positions ac-
cording to a prearranged sequence.  Make
sure there are enough balls at each station!
These exercises can be incorporated into

practice as a series, or you can choose a single
concept to focus on.
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Sequence

• Starting from an inside position, A dribbles to a position about 20
yards from the goal and shoots.

• Immediately after the shot, B plays a ground ball from the endline,
and A shoots directly.

Notes

• A’s moves are marked in blue; other players’ passes are orange.
• A must stay focused after the first shot.
• B must pass directly after the first shot, so that A is forced to react

immediately (simulation of actual play).
• Both plays should be executed at the proper speed: fast, but not too fast.

EXERCISES

Double play
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Sequence

• Begin as in Exercise 1: dribbling, shot, pass and shot.
• Then C throws in a high ball to A, who receives it on the chest and

shoots, preferably directly.

Notes

• Always try to combine different elements of the game (in this case,
receiving and shooting).

• However, players must stay fully focused while executing both ele-
ments (e.g. difficult reception in the penalty box).

Triple play
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Sequence

• Begin as in Exercise 2: dribbling, shot, pass, shot, throw-in and shot.
• Afterward, A tries to score with a header on a throw-in from D.

Notes

• Make technical corrections as necessary.
• Instruct players to look up at the goal before every shot and try to

aim the ball past the keeper.
• Set up a competition:  Who can score the most goals?

Four plays with header
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Sequence

• Begin as in Exercise 2: dribbling, shot, back pass, shot, throw-in
and shot.

• Now, however, instead of heading, A sprints toward D’s throw-in,
receives the ball and starts taking it toward Goal 2.

• A dribbles to a position about 20 yards from Goal 2 and shoots.

Note

• A must remain focused all the way through the shot after the sprint.
This teaches players to maintain good technique in spite of fatigue.

Four plays on two goals

EXERCISES
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Sequence

• Begin as in Exercise 4: dribbling, shot, pass, shot, throw-in, shot,
sprint to the ball, receive and control, dribbling and shot.

• Afterward, E plays another back pass, and A shoots directly.

Note

• This exercise is designed for a small group and is ideal for station
training.

Five plays on two goals
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Sequence

• Begin as in Exercise 4: dribbling, shot, pass, shot, throw-in, shot,
sprint to the ball.

• Now, however, A plays a wall pass with D before moving toward Goal 2.
E moves to meet A and tries to block A’s shot.

• A must play 1 v. 1 to shoot.

Notes

• Tactical elements (in this case, 1 v. 1 play) can be combined with
shooting.

• A must remain determined to finish.
• This exercise requires players to be in excellent condition.  Be sure to

build in sufficient rest time!

Five plays with opponent
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Sequence

• Begin as in Exercise 4: dribbling, shot, pass, shot, throw-in, shot,
sprint to the ball, receive and control, dribbling and shot.

• Afterward, A switches to defending against E, who dribbles in from
the endline and tries to finish on Goal 1.

Notes

• Players generally have a hard time adjusting to new game situa-
tions—which is why they need to practice transitions like this one!

• A must start trying to disrupt E’s attack-building immediately after
“losing” the ball (simulated by A’s last shot).

Five plays with transition

EXERCISES


